Lumen Solutions for SAP
Built for the intelligent enterprise

In a work-from-anywhere world, enterprises are utilizing SAP to support seamless, centralized business processes and access to business-critical applications and data. But harnessing SAP S/4 HANA’s potential has its challenges...

The complexity of varying multiple applications.
The time, resources and impact of cloud migrations.
Moving from legacy to new technology without losing TCO.
Managing in a way that supports wider digital transformation initiatives.

Why Lumen makes sense for SAP...
A proven platform, designed for tomorrow
From manufacturing to retail, technology to healthcare, Lumen's secure platform for next-generation applications and data is powering the 4th industrial revolution.

Consulting
We'll help design the right solution, considering your needs and IT architecture.

Implementation
We implement your existing SAP application to the cloud, based on your environment's needs.

Managed Services
Continual monitoring and management optimize and automate for maximum value.
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Preparing an international car rental company for growth
Our end-to-end approach and best-practice implementation replaced out-of-support SAP to deliver:
- Fast cloud migration & SAP upgrade makes Oil & Gas company future-ready
- A comprehensive upgrade project helped this firm transform quickly, without disruption, with:
  - Comprehensive shift to scalable, optimized landscape in just five months
  - Full system changeover completed in one weekend, as planned
  - Central dashboard to monitor infrastructure/SAP applications – and alert before issues arise
  - Enhanced security and business continuity
  - Optimized, digital-ready operations

Ready to accelerate and optimize your own SAP journey? Talk to Lumen today.

www.lumen.com